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ABSTRACT:
This paper presents e concise bon-technical

explanation of 'the process of classroom developMenial assessment, a
child-centered, classroom-centered multi-dimensional assessment
process designed to help teachers find out as much' as possible about
individual, children SQ that appropriate educational experiences can
be planned for'each child. A. step-by-step procedure for doing a
developmental assessment outlined. The steps include determining
the goals and specific objectives of the program, choosing the bOst

2,wayS of gathering information, gatheribg theinformation using. the,'

information to platthe progrim, reassessingto check the child's
progress in the program, and planning again. Special -emphasis is
given to vats of gathering, information, which inclpde using published
instruments, locally-developed instruments, systematic observation,

.
parent interviews and questionnaires and samples 'of the' child's work.
Also discussed are changing concepts ofstesting; assessmentand
evaluation, formatiie and summative 'valuation, normative And

,,Criteriox reierelicing, and commenfaries.and conflicting views on the'.
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"In a forest of parents and children, one needs a map"
I

,Elizebeth Anne Campagna, Director4
Alexandria Head Stat Center
AleXandria, Virginia
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The workinglydper that follows -- Classroot DeVelopmentai,

- at
411/ 4 .. :. ' !2 .

A 'AsseSsment: The Link Between Testing and' Teaching --
4.

represents

.

ITC staff efforts: to explain in.non-techriCal.terias the process
-..

.

of claSsroomdqvilopmental assessment.. As the'StudfbApn, it
. r

_ .

.
., i became evident th§t there was considerable confusion about

developmenta:assessment atall levels. -It was decided that a
.

clarifying statement wpuld,be useful to all cocerned, particularly

c"practitioners
t
add other local:Head Start seaffl

e-

This ooncise explanation merges informat from all

.

components of.the study the literature rhvi , instrument

(
reviet, consultant assiAance,'.Preparation fo1 and preliminary

results.of the field study. Particularly he ful vete reviews

'by consultants on the Review Pan 1, Resource (Access Project

personnel; peop19 wfloattended the ITC prese tatiOn at the Springy-

4

1977, OCD Conference in El Paso, and.local ead Start staff.

Reviews and suggestions by the fellow' g people helped

1

strengthen and refine the paper:

.. .

Wendy Abney, Portage Project, R source Access Project ',----/

Joan Dickerson,'Panhandle Child Development Association-
.

William Goodwin, University of, olorado , '

Merle Katnes, Universfty. of II inois,
Richard Mallory., Nat4onaI Eduction n Association

Shari Nedler,'DniverSity of lorado .
, ....

Anne SanfOrdi,., Chapel Hill Out each Project
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CLASSROOM DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT - THE. LINK BETWEEN

TiSTING:AND TEACHING

,

A new concept of assessment has been, showing up, more, and more
a

:0t.

often in early chil o d'educlitti6n: It is one ttat focuses on the

teacher'slteedyto find out as much as passible about the individual
4

At.

children in the classroom, so that meaningful, and appropriate

ed4cational expeiiences can be planned: New instruments are being '

published that reflect ,hese new ideas. Articles in early childhood

educatton magazines and journals talk about it. Demonstration

projects have focuSed on the role of:aSsessmetZ in earlychildhOod

education. Head Start materiala recommend this approach be taken.

Even' though there area many indications tha't,new

.

assessment techniques in early childhood education are developing,

it is diffidult to fj.pidone source that tells the teacher olt.to
A

N ,
.

"do it.",'Even know1ng what'to call it isle probleffi. Terms , .

ieassociated with aSsessmeil'are substituted for each other,and,.
i

are often used in different ways in different situations, One3terin
. ,

..
-

.. I ,

.._ ,..

that has bedh,4usid to. describe, this new concept is developmental'

A
,x,,,,. ,

assessment, and its common usage -4e growing. But 4is his(beei '-:

..
.

, t ,

confuing to some, for in the pasts developmental assessment has:been.
.

/
-- , %,

.

used in, a very different %Jay.,.4eferringtathe clinical and medical .A,'." ',,

*-1
--,

IP"I
1.

'

s,

ev,luation of children who show sighs of problems.
-,, -

,
.

Since adding a new term,to an.already too 151nOist seems a

great.disservice, wehave decided to solve the pioblemof "what

r
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to call ier by naming this new approach Classroom developmental

assessment. The following reasons explain our decision.

A. Classroom developmental assessment is child-centered

assessment. It is designed to find out both tht

,srengths and weaknesses of a young child, not just

N

his/her area of deficiency or handicap. It is
, . 0 .

.

concerned, with the present status of an individual

abilities in relation to the sequence of *

development, not just upon his/her standing in relation

to other childAn. It draws on information gathered

froth a_variety, of sourcesinO.raer'to gain a thorough

understanding of the child.

B. It 4s a_classroom-centered assessment. It is an ongoing

classroom procedure that yields infoTthation useful to

s
the teacher as he/she plans the,program forthe class

a and the' individuals in the class. The results are hot

meant to be sto/hea aWay in a folder in afile drawer
.

and forgotten, Gut to be used on an ongoing- -basis by the.

.teacher. It is assessment that focuses the teacher's

attention on things he/shecan expect to deal with in

the classroom._
'', ,,

. It is a mulrl-dimensional assessment. It-recognizes tha;

..-

a child grows in many important 'ways-in the earls years;

Development in one area is related to his/her 'developthent
, . .

in other areas. It is important not only to look at"the

:

child's overill level of deVelopment, but at-growth in

separate key areas` as well.

a

a
'
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Since it is often' helpful to'explain an idea- by_looking at the

4 4
,.

things it is not,,let's look at developmental assessment in thiS

-

,1

4
I
cr .s
1

way, by 'examining some common,fofms of assessment.

1. Developmental Assessment is not screening. Many times.
. .

it. is helpful to take a quickdook at e large numb
t, Sqk

of children* order to find out whichOnes have

problems. Then, these Children can be. referred fo

further evaluation. This is the purpose ofcreening.

2. Developmental. Assessment is not diagnostic evaluationt

ThiCtechnique takes'an in-depth look at an. individual

uchild\who has shown signs of having' problems. Specialists

.

such -`as speech'and hearing experts, psychologists pr
.

% .
.

doctors,are often involYed. Decisions about'the best

\'.

program and treatAnt
---'

to-help this child are based on
. -,00., . .

. c,
.

.
.

the information gained from a.diagnostic evaluation.
c .

3. Developmental Assessment is not ayear-end assessment.
.1

...lany programs try to evaluate how effective theyjl
_ I.

been by assessing the progress the children-havemade

6

4 alien a year's time.

Ideally, the various forms of assessment work together. Each

. .

source provides anot4er piece of the pattern to help adults understand
.

the child.ieening.results can giyethe teacher an overview of
,

. .

the: class end identify areas of possible concern. Results 'of a
... ;,-- v a

,..,: ...,

diagnostic evaluatdon.couldbe'combined with those of a classroom

r.. .
,.

developmental assessment to provide an appropriate program: '

4
, .

*.

it:

%.;
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. Ate the same time, information gained from a classroom develop-
-.

mental assessment,can serve other purposes, Theew the teacher

has can help a psychologist or other support person-better understand

the child. Also, the infnrmation can be -used __L-',:*isep,Ort to .parents
.

- . .

atiout ty child's progress.' Information gathered over a year's

time might be very useful to the child's next teacher.

While classroom developmental assessment can 'work wipkxhese.

other methods, and make use of the information collected by them; it

is definitely different. It focuses on what the teacher needs to

) know about children:so that the time they spendin the iunique setting

of'his/her classroom is asproductive as possible. The teacher needs

to know more than who has

learned. He /she need6 to

indicators that point the
tiak

_for each child. 1
The increase in attention being given to-this kind of assessment

is not surprising, for it is related to a change in how education is

. .#

viewed in this country.. We are at a point where we are.trying'to

4'

a problem, or how much last year's class

R

combine this information.with,thedarto-day

way tosknowing what expe-iences are best

make equal opportunity a reality for children,°thrnugh identifying',

,

understanding, and meeting their unique needs. In the paste, education often

served a sorting function, funnelling cialdren into tracks and special
.

programs, where some needs were Met,liut whercoppbriwnities 'were

. limited. Today, many educators are attempting to deemphasize

classification as a way of looking at children in-favor of considering

each atIld as -a unique' individual.

,

I

4
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This changigg concept ill education is.-reflected ,in a,number of '

N. .1/

trends, As centers'enrolra more diversified populationinatiang-----:_/:
.. a t

, .,..
minority and handicapped children, it become, most diffl.cult_to i

1

provide any one program.that, will benefit all children. Along with

this more diverse population comes an increasing awareness of the

need and right of minority groupg to be assessed in fair and

meaningful wails. Finally,'the procedures used ih developmental

assessment reqect the fact that young children are often More:
+

difficult to test than older children and adults. .Special techniques

-
are needed to measure and understand their abilities.

What is Classroom Developmental Assessment?,

'Classroom Developmental Assessment is a way of describing a

chii2's place in the sequence of deVelopment and the process of

learning in terms of what he knows and can do, ap that'instruCtional

programs to foster his /her continued development can be planned and
.

implemented. This definition leads to several important considerations.

The itets and tasks used in developmental assessment must bectied

til what we know about how children grow, learn and develop, as well

as to what parents'andeachers expect them to know.
\ .r

'KnoWiedge about development. comes from several sources:
_ .

. . -

1. There have been many studies of. children which, document
s

and describe the progress of children from infincy to

adulthOod. Two examples,bfithAse Important bodies of

6 Information abdut children are the Yale Developmental

Studies, begun by_Arnold Gesell, and the studies of

cognitive development-by Jean Piaget'.

C
1

*
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2. Therehascbeen a great deal of research that has tried

to identify piogr msapproaChes and' philosophies that

are effective innhelping children learn. ,Head Start

Planned Variation is an example ofaxesearch which

produced a grey deal of information -in this area. .

But like any dy, it 'does not give all .the answers'

we might an have when Working with young children,

A By examining the tesults of many studies, we begin'

find clue and.suggesLons that might prove Helpful
. /

whenplan g for.children,0When repeated evidence
.

appears, ii.Je may See the effects in the .classroom. As
,;.

..

an exlamp1ie the/repent emphasis on.motor development in
..

I-...1-- preschool progyams stemmed from research which found

.

,some lin

1

s bet een motor skills and school functioning:
1 s

. 0

Some Q owledge abobt young children comes from the

with The things that are learned from this "daily,

livi ar valuable,: and` help to ,form the adults

idea Of w at/young children can be expected to do.

/
#

/ / I

Since C assra m Developiental Assessment is a tool to-help
t
a :

, .

:teacher Pla a pr gi7am, it 'lust ba_closelytied to the unique_ goals

and object es oft ghat program. Because of'this, it should assess
.

things th teac s are able to teach and help change in a finite

'contact thk parents and teachers have

6

li

period of time.
I

ome Aspects
7
of development, such as the child'

growin
/1 focus his/her eyes on small objects, will pro ably
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not be chahged by anything a teacher or program can do. Others,

such as his/her ability to be a cooperative member of a'grodp can,

1, , s
be enhanced by participatiork in classroom activities.

'

Developmental'Asseysmentis concerned with a child ro ress

as well as where he/she is ai any point in time. This implies that

he/she will'be assessed peri6dically'and that the measures used lust

be sensifive,to change over-time. The items in the assessment should

be!concerned with developmental features that can be expected to

change withinthe period ortime the child is in the program, such as

enguage or motor skills.

Children, in the courses.of development, gain. more of ceilain

abilities. They become 'stronger, increase de size oftheir
.

vocOularies,,andftlk a balanZe beam moreisteAdily. 0.They also use .

- 1

their abilities in different ways. They begin to be able to take

'others' points of view and realize that objects Gan belong to several

different classes at the same time. Develdpmental As'sessAnt should'

include-tasks that reveal these new patterns of thinking and behaving'

as well, the quantity or amount of a child's

What Should Be Assessed?

0

The nature of classroom developmental assessment helps to

detertine what\iihds of things should be assessed. There area

.number of reasons for this:

1. 'Classroom developmental assessment gatheta information

not.onry from instrumeqrsbut from a variety Of sources;

1

"'

u

7
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What iiiwassessed should be closely related 0 the general

goals and specific objectiyes of the program;,1

3. What is assessed should'be behavior that can be chanpd

' (I

or promoted by the instructional program. It should

be somethingthat a teacher cat do something about.

But' what is included in early childhood assessments is often-
.

N

determined by referring to the large Store of existing instruments.

Skills and behaviors in areas'of,development'sucfi as physical, motor,

perceptual,,l'anguage, personal and social form the bases for most

early childhood assessments. However, classroom developmental
./

.

assessment attempts to blend Information frdm a variety of sources
( - , .

I
.' -*

and tries. to be sensitive to the ongoing iniil,catoTs'ot status and
...,

. ..:-

.peogTess in relation,to the program in'the center. The teacher
. ,

,

. Should not feel restricted to the common-areas of assessment, nor feel-

he/she -must. include. al?. <of theseareas. . ,

.

How Do You DO A Classroom Developmental'AsSeaSmefitt
.

Unlike many assessment procedures, there -is no'set of hard and
1,

fast rules.for doing a developmental assessment'. Rather; th are
4

several steps' to complefe'and within each step the-teacher'must7choose.
.

l)/ theest way for his/her program. .Planning a developmental asseelhent

.should be viewed as a-,4namicprocess rather than a static procedure.
. ...,

The following should 'be .included in a developmental
.

°

xi

assessment: '

.. ,...c

.

-.

.11

'4

7

. .*
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Determine the goals and_the specific objects f the

progr4'm .

2. "Choose the best ways of gathering information 5%

3: Gather the information

' '4. Use the information that has-been gather#4-to plan program- 4

5. . Reassess to check the child's, progretA in` the program
.

' 6.

.-- . K
1 .

Plan again ..,

',

. Let's go back and look at each step in 51epth..'

Step Om:. Determine the goals and specific.objectives of the
...

. . , .

-,' program. Each center should have-a.mechanism:for identifying the

. . %

general goals and specific objectives for the children in the program:.
. o , ' .

-
brewing froi staff, parents and-specialists, the center shoyld clearly

)

state what it wishes to accomp4sh during the school year. The

4 teacher should.then take a careful look at the goals and objectives

identified-as importint-fOr the children in't4e'rcrogram. From

will come a knowledge of the information he /shy needs about each 4.

child. The question the teaher.milet ask is, "Wilere-doeS'eaCh.child, ,

,..-

- stand-,in terffis of achieving these objectiVes4' The developmental .,

assessment will help to -answer this question. .

t r-, .

Step Two: Choose the best way of gathering the needed,i formation.

.

.4" In a sense, a claSsroom developmental assessment is 4 systematic way:of-

n
1

doing what good teachers havt always done ,- carefully' observing

v.
';:".. p....

. .

'children so that adjustments, in their teaching and in the'day-to-da?'
.. .

prdgram can be made. The developmental - assessment process helps the
. ,-'

teacher gatherthis'information more systematically, more thoroughly
--.........-....----'

A
,,,

.
0 and in a more focused manner. l'here are a varietS,of ways it. can

.
.

11

t
A

A \\T /

0.
0

I
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be gathered such as using published instruments, locally-developed

instruments, systematic observation,. parent interviews and

questionnaires and samples of the children's work.

1. Publiphed insttuments including tests, checklists, atml.,

, pventories: 4

< ,

The;e ate an abundance of these, being sold today:,

0

If a teacher chooses'one of them to be part of the-

developmental assessment, the following shoUld be kept

in mind:

a.

,

The test shgbld be appropriate for the children
in the 'ceriter. The teachet should look at

1) 'The age level For whichit'is designed
2) The appropriateness of the item. content to

. .

the culture - children

-.3) . The children used, for developing the norms

4) How reliable -the test' is --Will the results.

-( be Comparable if tOe test is'siven.at'two

.f, ,'

different_ imee or By, two.different people
. o

b. ''he instrument should-be spedific enough to help
.

a teacher learn whit a.-child cam doar knows. .

.,

:t ,
. .

, . I, -
'.-

.

. Ibe;inStrument shoulAgive 1pformation that can
be-Used when planning for'ehilaren

, ,, ..,
.

, -

d. The insteument shoUld test things that'atepart of'
-the program objectives.

e. The appropriatene ss of the teat should be checked
by trying it out with a child or two. Ibis can be

seen as "testing the tesi.q

1/

2. LocailY:,developed.
-
ingttuments.

-,

. ,
.' .

.

. .Beciuie-developmental_assessment is tied cl6sely to .tbe.
.

goals of a program, local_centers may want to develop their
.

L

own instruments,lor adapt puhlished instruments' to their own,

0

. .
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;

4 .'

needs. The tame cautions listed above' for pulilished

instruments also apply to local_ instruments. Remember,
Na

if an ex/Sting instrument is. modified, the norms for the

original test cannot be relied upon.. Also'locally-developed

instruments are more useful if local norms are developed

for them,

Systematic observation..

Time can be'set aside for observing specific program -

related behaviors. :If a teacher wants to assess atchiles

progress in social skills, he/she may plan to observe

sharing and cooperative skills on the playground for~1Q
,r

minutes each day. This could be follatied up by asking the

.,child whom he would like\to-swing with or build in the

sand with; ThrcoMbination'of the teacher's observations

and the child's observations could be more revealing than

eithet alone. To assess the child's cognitilie abtlities ' fie,

0

SP 4

the teacher could set up a task :f a learning center, Ad

obserle each child as he/she attempted to complete it. At

times, it may be useful

the child as Its:wols.

to prepare a few quedClongrtolak,

This can probe his/her thqught

process in'addition to his/her achievements. These child

interviews can al4o be a separaCe fOrmaof assessment.

-

There are a number ,of ways of recording what is

observations.learned from Anecdotal rec9ids can be kept-

by the teacher,iso that'especially'noteworthy.evenis in the

1

3
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ti

ch-ild!s school life can be written down,on a regular

basis'such as once a week, or whenevei something interesting

and significant. happens. Other record-keeping methodS

include checklists, tape recordings, and progress charts.

. Parent Interviewsand Questionnaires.

Parents see theii children-in a different setting than

'teachers, and can add valuable information to a developmental

assessment. They can alsotell the t:eacher their expectations

-for the child 7-- what they feel is important he/she lean.

There are several ways of gathering infotmation from parents.

There 'area number of,published instruments that ask parents

tweport on the child's development. The most ukeful of these
. I

gd"beyond ledical and family history and ask parents to think

about and report on important aspedts of child behaviors

such as the ability to'kelate to other children and adultso
.=

I

and the ability to use language effectiVely.

Talking to parents,' eithA.,an the-tome or at the center,

can also be useful. If.i is difficult for the teacher

to do this .in the beginning of the. year, parents could'be
. .

. 2

given a tape recorder and asked to tape what they feel.,

'

are the most important things the teacher should know aboUt!

the' child.

An added benefit of includi ng.parents in -the develop-
. ,

mental assessment. process is the rapport and good will that

is built., Parents can'thente inyolVed in planning and

.

.teaching, so that the activities of 'the cebter can be' carried
.,

over int&ttie home.
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'Other people`.

=

,EaCh,adul who comes into contact with the child.

ees him/he in a slightly different way. Parents May

be .amaze to hear that their rambunctious 3 -year old is a

dodil lamb'in preschool. &teacher ShOuld seek out

ob ervations from the support'staff in the center, pther

eachers,.the bus driVer, the cook, or any other, person who

ppeids time with the child. Eath may have something to
. , 0 .

.3 ....

.

Offer that will,h4lp th4%teacher to better-11'61p the child.

,

6, ples of the chIld's work. '
..-,

_A fold4 can, be kept for samples of a child's work
. .

V
, . .

'.4tollected'on a, regular basis, such as drawings, painting
.

1

And dic.tafedmateiials This can often be-a, dramatic way
",q .:

of showing prOgress.,4-.

...000. '

t , . ,

The goals and objectives of the program.wil influence the kind

... .4
g

of informationrgathering tools that are chosen. For example, a'program

that stresses social-emotional development may want to rely more

k b .1

-.
heavily on anectOdal recordings of observation.rather than on assese4.

\
y finl

1 ,
mentAnstruients. A-program stressing cognitive developmen

.
several published instruments that are

;,

appropriate,to the program
c.

content.' ' ,: J.11: .

- When selecting the information - gathering, methods, teachers"may

.

.

".. ,.

want to cho se a packaged program that includes both assessment and

04.,
curriculum materis1S. Odne, the assessment-is corpleted,aCtivities '

',.

.
,_

are suggested ;for meetinglithe needs of the child. Suciva program
t -

.

f

I

-

g' 4#
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;t

should -be. exaizihed,caifully, to see ,that the objectives stressed

.-
are,,thi,-ones stressed in the classroom and thki. the package can

,--. '

' u
.. ,

'meet the'indiyiddal needs of the children.
A

, In either-case; a gooedevelopmental,assessment will include

a variety, of WaYs of,gathering infopfation. This gives a more

4
complete picture olette child;:andbelps the 'reader-to become

.aware'of the 61.14.!s strengths a well as weaknesses.

Using :a variety, .methods the child abetter chance ta. ''

.

Succeed, for it gives.a,more complete picture of the child. If one
. .

1 .

methoOe does not reveal his competencies; another might. 1
"....

* ..
.'.

Step Three:'sbathertheinformation., Sinde'classroom developmental'

assessment is A beans .of gathering information that will help teachers
s
4,.

in planning, when tire information is gathere4'becomesimportant.,If'
.,-.

. i

r

ry
.

assessment is put off until January, many good opportunities to
I % * , *a. ,

`individualize program may.be missed. If all assessment is.dane in

,

14

6, 0,

September, theniteaChers can not adjust activities to changing:needs:,

Elements of the assessment.process hould_be built. in throughout

the year, and assessment should be ongoing.'

Certai ruments of observation techniques maybe difiiCult

r .

to use "withaut special planning. Teachers may want to use parents,

-college students, or suppokt staff to lend a hand at these times.,' en

an extra, persnn-to help,witib the daily .activities nables/one teas er,

/
to focus on assessment.

e

Step Four: Use the information. This dew kftowledge sh 1 be used
,

.47
-to plan and implement an individualized.prograt'fox' each c ild. This

/
.v

program may include special help for particulariareas o weakness as well

;
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,4#

as specific'activIties to foster continued development in areas o

)7'.-

strength'. It/may include individual, .small group and layge situp.*

4

activities

in this step. that a crucial blending takes'place,, This isIt

Mien the teacher must take the infolmation he/she has systematically
.

collected and comine it with the feelings, intuitions and undersrprilinis

tha rime from day-to-day interactions 7L. 'Tram living with, children."

All thlatmust be,transfprmed Into appropriate activities for the

child. An example of,how these things must be pieced together may

1 , 4.! 9

be helpful.
.. 66.

.Jenn;fer loves blocks.* She pushed them gong the fleer in-Idrig
- ..

trains rir.--preteridS ,they are boats on a busy, river. 'Her delight in -

. , P

building towers,is only' surpassed by her.delight in knocking them

(Rum. During the first few months of Schriol, her teacher as used'

.

several essment techniqUes and has found thdt Jennifer has good

Control of her large muscles, but shows less satisfactory conti'ol of
.

heramall.mUscres. While she is a verbal child, her vo abulary

is limited and'She lacks an understanding pf many spatia and number

.concepts. Based oh the assessment, what seems to be needed is to engage

Jennifer in activities such as cutting/And pasting, and working

puzzles, with,languae,emphasized in all activities. But her teacher

realizes th.at these are the very activities that Jennifer avoids in

favOr off her rough-and-tumbie'bloCk Attempts to pry her away
, . .

.A. .

from the blocks usually. result iri 'sullenness and, withdrawal. 'Her
A

. . ., .

'teacheiASenses that the quiet, table-top activities wirl not help
. .

.

, .

w.--- 4
,

Jennifer. She must find a way to incorporate
.
the things Jennifer.
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should be learning ivith what she likes to do.' It is this sensitivity;

this ability to balance the objective with the inti4tive that is at
4

the heart of the classroom developmental assessment process. It is

here thy the creativity of the good teacher must function so that

assessment can be turned'into a good program.

o Step Five: Reassess to check the Child's progress in the program.

The early years are a time for rapid change. By periodically assessing

the child,Aevelopmental progress can be recorded and the new inforMation

used -to adjust teaching.

Step Six: Plan again. Steps 3, 4, and 5 form a.iequence which

df,shouldhepongoing throughout the school year:'

-

PhdE Are imliortantFeatures to Look for When-#1anhihg the Ci ssroom
.

!..,,.
.

. ,

`DeVelopmental Assessment Process?

(

. The classroom developmental assessment process should provide a

way to gather information as objectively as possible. This means

that the personal feelings of the teacher should not influence the
.10

results, and the teacher's mpod or the time .of day should 'pot Makea

difference in the results. If 2 or 3 different. people assessed the

same child, the results would be very similar. While 'published

instruments may seem to give the most objectivity, methods suChas
4 6

/'

4 observation can be m*de more objective by stating,Clearly,what

behayior.is being looked at under what ,:conditions. foCuaing_

observations and by doing ihe'm on a regular bagis, much' valuable

information can be gatheted.
.14

fr
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,Class*oti-Developmental Assessment should also be sensitive

p the culture of the child, to the language of the child, to any
. ,

. ,

handicaps he/She mayAlave, and to his/her special needs becauselle/she
.

is young. The teacher must get beyond all of these potential

.
. r . .

difficul5destó the tree competencies that the'child posgSses. If he/she
., .

. . - . . , ,
.

I

cannot f
.

ill,in the spaces in a pap,e.r-and-pencil test because he /she'

`.

is 'only 3 acrd- does not have sufficient eye-hand coordinatioe, then.

the teacher .must find other ways of finding out what he/she knows.

If, the five-year old's math ability seems minimal because his/her

English.skills are weak, then the language barriermust 1\e. broken.

Classroom Developmental Assessment can be viewed as a Nzy of

coMbiningthe best of three worlds;

The objectivity of instrument4.

The ability of human beings tIa analyze and integrate information

from se7eral-sources. 1-

.C :.'4- . ,, ,
.

"The special qualities of teaChrS of young children that help

. ,

-them view children with warm ii; Concern, and sensitivitir. ..

/1
. A good classroom--developmental assessment should combine all

.

-1-

these qualities. A good teacher w1l utilize the information it gives,

5. _
so that children receive the most relevant and appropriate educational

program possible..
\

.. ,

L Y
I

,*.
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ISSUES IN TESTIN

Information on

,

NG,. AND EVALUATION

.

w Head Start teachei*Sandediiectors assess

young children's abi ities, and what they peiteive as classroom

assessment ne eds n the future; tannot be understood apart
11,

.

'from'current

. ,

aues in testing, assess ment, and evaluation.. A
.

, .,-..,..a,

. selective re iew ofthe literature relating to', those issues was done.

. . - ,
The review waa not exhiustive"of this rather large body 0D-writing,

soMe o f high` is highly technical. Rather, it whcentiated on'

that Would clarify and illAminate issues. The informdtion.-

A

.4

k")

sources

is Summarized ,in this section, un two primary topics:-

1. Changing concepts of testing 'and assessment, and :-

Commentarien the place of tests, testing and

assessment in education..

Both topics are related-to a

-,0/r. eduCat*pn - -;from viewing it as a

4
gradualy. changingconcept of

selection pfocess to, a focus

the,development of the individualjBloom, Hastings, and Midaus$ 1971).

*Theorists had Wdifferent perspectiVe onjtesting and assessment in

this changing ,educative process than did concerned
.

Went& or
.

represen,catives of minority groups Bu all were seeing to make

sure that available instruments'
... x

process,rather-than 4inderdd it.

res Served the educational

4-

Changing Concepts of Testing, Asdessmeht,' and EvaluatioA

tt

Changing concepts-of testing,:assessmer$, and evaluation seem to

fall into two categories: 'distinctions between,tbe varibus.purposes

-

a



2

of testing, assessment, andlevaluation with partidular 'empahsis- on'
, ,

..
4.

the kinds of educationai.decis on-mgking that reC.sults, and the
,. 7.

introduction (dt'ntroductio of measurement an, evaluation constructs'
,

%
, , . c .

to meet "tie* needs for educational evaluation, new conditions a must
., .. ,. i.

+ , .

be met, new knowledge: about education, and neW tedhnologies that can
/ '.

. '. ,

be utilized" `Nayrer, 1969; p. 1). Each 61 Ehete will
.

be discussed
14

4 , 11

'
.

.

.'a

in turd. ,.. ' .

'Di4tinctitris between the several purposes fob which programs
'

i
, .1'..

test or assess were made for both indivduals
.

a for program unit,

,,,,,,

,Such as classrobms, courses of stuBy , or Jailer educational3

e
J V

. Approach.- (Bradley & Caldwell,:1974;,Cronbn' 1970; Bloom, .Hastings
.

1. 6 Tx

& Madaus, 1971;'Carver, 1970; -Evns, 19,44;, and yldr, and Wolf, 1974). '

. ,

a

, ,

AcCeding to Bradley and QaldW qi74), there alei$1) form ive%
-6-

.

and summa ive decisions in progr planning and evaluation; .

7 ,.......---

. . .

(2 screening; (3) diagnosis and (4) minist klIve 4 isi7 . Formative'
.

,

.

mevaluation in program lannin serves to monitor a chit s. 'progress
;

-. `- - ..

in a given program and o the kfor errkrs in the-pro
!

evaluation
.

is'coneerned withlevel,Of mastery or at

--. r. .

end oi`a total inteructiopal ieriod, Screening re Oita in a ser..6ctlon , .,:,
-:, f

I I' 1

.
...4 .

. . ---''if ,'.4 f
decision: is further testing and possible treaem qt indicated, or is

. ,,, .

:

it not? DiagnOstic testing and assessment hkps d /eiiine the type
6
J

7
.

(

of treatment' needed. decisions /area
w

are, iri as much.''
,

' -

ram.' Summative

ainment at the

ccincerned with individual children as with system- side program-wide
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q
*--Cr bach (1970)' classified the decisions that testa helpypeople

wake ash the selection and classification of individuals, evalpation

of educational or treatment procedures, and acceptance or.rejetti4n

of scientific hypotheses. He further differentiated between,selection

*-,Ind classification: "selection means acCepting some and rejecting

others; classification deteLibes-which'of several poAible assign-
,

. , V
- , ,

m$pts or treatments a person shalt receive%(1970, p. 23). ,
- 6

W

. i
f /( . .

\

e

.EvalUation was seen .as a way of gaehering,evidenae to.iiqprove-

. . "
learning andteaching, id in clarifying program goals and

iti .
.

a

. ..
i

objectives and students' progress toward them, and a means of f llowiag

an individual's progress in the teaching-learning process, so.

program changes can be made if (necessary J(Bloom, Hastings, & 'daus,

'1971) .

$s testing, assessment, and evaluation were expanded. beyon
. - ,

the more typiCal functions of selecting, grading,,and classify
. - .-

>
.

students, new.construct$ were introduced andold ones revived. .7hose

constructs included formative and submatiye evaluation, criterion

and content referencing, ecological and naturalistic studies, and

toab increasing, awareness of the relationship of research findings

'social policy ;Weinberg and Moore, 4974).
I

The essence of. this change was summar zedlly Tyler.

'Teats were originally construct -d to serve in the

'sorting and selection,oeindividuals Now, they are to
be used to help the individual in h s efforts to learn.;
(19740p. 170) . .

Two of these constructs --the dist nction between formative

and summative evaldation and between no mative and criterion .1.,

. -,
,

.
.

,;. . i

referencing -- are particularly relevan .to classroom.devekopmental

assessment.
2
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Formative and Summative Evaluatio,

`.

FOrmative evaluation takes ace during the teaching-4earning,
1

.

4 process so that content and pro -dures can be changed if students.

sk,

are not learning. Summative evaluation taken place'at ihe end of

a unit,-course of study, nr a y ar,:(scriven, 1967). Reiatedto

.this soncept,of formative- eval Afton of- curriculum is a change from
1 ft.'

.

A. '
student assessment fOr gradin , comparing with other studentsoi

.

some normative standard. to (n of ascertaining whata pupil can or
0 b .

cannot do so that approOriat instruction can be planned (Tyler, 1969;

. . -.

--'., ''' Bloom,,Hastiiigs, & Madaus, 71; Stodolsky, 1975). ,

.,.
...

, ,

Both these concep;s of formative evaluation provide informAtion
...,

about the efficacy Of the eaching-learning process. 'One approaches

. ,., .

the instructional decisio ssfrom the viewpoint of progiam-plannin

and evaluation As they 1 ad to curriculum development andstevision;

tpe other from the 'view? int of the Indlidual pupil and needed

information about their learning and growth. . .

DeveldPmental ass ssments in this context are .for.formative

eviluation;,for what radley and Caldwell say is to "monitor the

child's progression_ n the program and to check for errors in the

.ptogite (1974, p. .) .

4

Instruments.a d procedures designed to-serle other evaluative/

purposes -- selec ion, clasgifieation, or Summative evaluatTOn of-a,

total program -- are seldom appropriate for measuring individual

status and change over tinge.

ti

r



IteurselectiOn and referencing are desigried to reflect

individualdifferences and may riot accurately or vglidly Measure

changes within individuals. 'Also, the importance of a diiference*
's

or change within an individual .cannot ble'.determided by statistical

Significance (Caiyer, 19/0; Stodolsky, 1975; Glaser & Nitko, 1971).

The distinction between-Criterion-referenced tests and norMatlYe-

referenced tests is-'reldted to these psychometric difficulties of

traditiona l measures used for formative' evaluation.'

1 .
. .

,

.

= NOrmative and .Criterion Referencin
. .

,. . .

-.4 i,-,
.,4, n. .

Although the diference between.a criterion-referenced.measure
,

,
.

and a norm-referenced measure is sometimes nOt readily apparent,

the following distinctions can be made:-

- Norm referenced measures are used todet4rmine an

individual's perforpince,relative to .the performance of others oxl.
7

the same measure. The meaningfulness of the sCore_emergessfrom the

comparisonwith he normative group,: '

1

Criterion referenced measures. are used to 'determine an

individual's status i n relation to soma criterion ar perforManced

standard rather than to other individuals. They are.designed to

yield measyreients direiply*interpretable in relation to specified

performance standardseither from the' content. itself (content

-referencing) or some external criterion.
/

Norm :referenced measures are designed to emphasize variability''

among individualb and are well suited to sel4ctivitY.

_

,

L
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4

,

4.

..

C '

D Criteriothreferenced.measures might be considered

,absolute measures, because it is possible thAt ail leamie-rs cbuld

achieve the desired criteriop,(Popham andHosek.: 1971; 9'laser &

'1971; APA, 1974).
4

,

'Criterion referencing tells what a person is able to do and ins

useful in nudging .that persOn as an individual. Normativelreferencing

..
*

tells how a person compares with othersand,ia useful in judging
'. ,-

.
.

that person's ability to comgete. (CrOnbachf 1970)-:,
. .

TiTese 1psic distinctions have many implications foi the

,"

. technicalal aspects of instrument construction and technical quality4i

. ....,. 4,
,, 1-

including variability, item conStrctio, reliability, validity, .

. . I

tta

!item.analysisl reporting, wand "interpretation (Popham and Bosek,.1969).
,

The relationship of normative teferencAng and criterion

referencing is not always clear: For example, several of the

classroom developmental assessment instruments currently in use are

A

- ,

regarded as-criterion-referenced, yet the items and their placement
.

I \,..._.
,in the developmentaljramevork are taken from the Bayley and Gesell

scales, the Denver Developmental Screening Test, and other normed

'scales.

1

4

.26

a

4

4-

ft

14

..
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a

riSauded, and it can,be predicted that any systematic procedure=

for making educational decisions, including classroom develdpmental
4

. ' a.

.

, Commentaries and Conflicting Views on Tests.,

Testing, and Assessment

.!

The place of tests, testing, and assessment in an educational

9 4

prOceSs committed to the education of all students has received
,

different kidtof consideMtion from critics add advocates than

frbm theorists. Eviderfce of this interest, which ges from

7 .

liVely to impassioned,, can Se found in the position papers of national
4

organizations, articles in both popular and professional journals,

recently published books on the subject, and the publicity given
a

h0_ 'a

related court ruldgd.

Criti6iii-s of tests include their susRected political nature, -

the whole concept of selecting and classifying human beings, the
,

notion of."IQ $ 1' the misuses of testing' and assessmenesults,
.

sida
the dominant culture -orientation of items, lack, of recognition

,e
4

.of language differences, inapproptiateess of items to children's

backgrounds, ambiguity of items, context of assessment, the effect

of the test situation, test rapprehension.norming populations. used,

and treating as "facts" data obtained by assessing complex human

r

behavion with relatively crude instruments (Mercer, 1974;.WilliaMs;

1972; McClelland, 1976; Hobbs, 1975; Evans, 19,74; ,Block, 1976;

Messick & Anderson, 16744 Rand Corporation; ,1974; and others).

. though most of the controversy concerns "standardized tests,"
v i

.
. ..

"IQ, tests" ,and use and misuse' of these,,it.is not confined to

-a
dim-. Achievemeni,te0%44,aRtitude tests, and readiness tests are

I-
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a kf

assessment, will be also. A Federal-court jury ruled that a child's

constitutional rights had been violdted because results of a screening

test had been instrumental in identifying a lack of developmental

, readiness, and in denying him admission to kindergarten and first

grade (Newsweek, January 10,1977, p. 44).

.In fact, the 1974.revision of the American. Psychological

4Sociation's Standard for Educational and PsychologicalTests
ti4

extended APA guidelines to both test' developers and test users,

and to ."any assessment procedure, assessment device, or assessment

aid; that is, to any sYstematic basis for making inferenCes about

people" (p. 2).

The-most vocal objections to tests and testing has cote from

minoritgroup representatives, includingBlacks, Native American

Indians, andChicanos, but criticisms are also likely to come

from any 4ilingual/bicultural group; fromprganizations representing"

psychological and measurement specialists, educators and

admin4trators; from people and organizations that have a humanistic,

,personalized, philosophy about goals andomethods of.edudation;

from the courts; fromAroups concerned with'children's rights,

yend from teachers and parez4i.of young children.

Position papers on standardized testing, assessment, arid
'1019,44,.77,,

a

evaluation have been issued by a number of national organizations.
-

-
. .

4
These organizations inCludethe'Association of

,-

BlaCk Psyaglogists
r- A''

e
,

(1969, 1976), AssociationofTsSrchologists of La Raze- (1976),

,I.
r. .

.

...

.

,

American Personnel and Guidance Association,(1976), Association
. 4;0

, .

:,.

i)

28
0,
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for ChildhoodEducation International (Perrone, 1976), National

Association of, Elementary School Principals (Perrone, 1976):6

and the National Education Association (1973).. Their recommendations

range'frod a request'for-government intervention and legal , of'

sanction. against existing testing aractices,, to a moratorium on

standardized testing, to urging reconsideration of the uses of

standardized tests.

Humanistic psychologists and educators questioned the relatively

narrow set of learnings measured by the vast majority of assessment'

instruents; the effect on educational goals, curriculum, and teaching

the standardizing and convergent effect that.such procedures may

have; the tendency to accept without question thewell-stated-
.

behavioral objective; the tendency to measure simple, testable

tasks instead of higher-level thought processes, and product as
s

opposed to process (Perrone, 1976; 'Glass, 1970; Combs, 1972; Bussis,

Chittenden anal Armarel, 1975).

Teachers and,researchers working directly with little children

voiced additional concerns. Many children, especially those from

low-income or minority groups, are uneasy when Rut in a

Ale-to-one situation with a strange adult or wheri directly questioned

0

(Cazden, 1971). Children quickly become horecCand do less than their

best on a d 1 task, On one they do not fully comprehend, or if they

have been "over-tested" (Sigel, 1974). Bode of the criticisms 'minority

;groups have of testing and assessment lave also been noted by early
,-

childhood. educators; items may be ambiguqus or inappropriate,

particularly tooChildren og diverse cultures;- response modes maybe

inappropriate;
/

the test situation, itself; may have a reactive effect



to

that influences the reliability of -results, and so forth (Sigel, 1974;

Cazden, 1972; Mackler & Holman, 1976). Validity and reliability

liarticularly in the affectivd domain, are,suspect and "verbal.
A

.overloeding" may be a problegf(Walker, ,197,3).
4

-- The rights of children and parents provide another perspective

on the use and misuse of information gathering through assessment

procedures. Through the Buckley-Pell Amendment, General Education

Provisions Act of 1974 and the HEW guidelines related-to it, -parents

and Children were guaranteediaccess to records and procedures,

confidentiality,of results, and safeguards relating to decisions

10

following assessment. These, guidelines have implication's for classroom

assessment proceduresas welt (Chase, 1976).

Parents have been digtressed by what they consider unfair'.

selection, classification, aiad ,placement of their children and
s.

have turned to the courts fot definitive rulings concerning certain

practices relating to tests and placement based on the results (Diana

vs. California State Board of Education, Hobson vs. Hanson).

Mercer asserted-that pschOlogical assessment .procedureswere)g

civil rights issu9:because

preOnt assessment and 1-ducaaonal practices violate at

least five rights of Children: 'a) their right to be

evaluated withina culturally appropriate normative
framework; b):their right to be asgessed as multi-
dimensional, 'any-facett4 human beings; c) their right
to be 'fully. educated; d) their right to be free of

matizing labels; and e) their right to cultural identity

and'resPect 1974, p. 132).

However, even the most vigorous opponents' f standardized tests .

.
affirm that'"we do not oppose evaluation;-we consider it basic to the

.

'growth of progra6, teacher's., and children.._." (Perrone, 1976). Rather,

4



1 .
better, ,instruments, procedures, and practices shbuld be lilized,

:;

'includingmultiphasic assessment, culture-hir instruments; :

i
.- ':_x. .

.
culturally-basedinstrumepts, criterion referencing, Piagetian

-

clinical assessments, better theory and better training to-Overcome

existing prdblems (Popham.and Hosek, 1969; DeAvila and Havassy,
-41P

1975; McCleiiAnd, 1976).

Other psychologists and educator's% defended testing and, assessment.

Messick and AndersOn (1970. pointed out that two questions

f.
were involved: (1) is the test adequate for the purposes? and-(2)..

should the test be used? The firSt question is scienAfic and can

be answered by appraising the test's psychometric properties, especially

cdnstruct validity.' ie second question is ethical and can only-be

.answered in terms of human values.

Tests and testing cannot be blamed for inappropriate uses,

misinterpretation of results and misuses of results .(Messick and

Anderson, 1974; APA,.1974;Cronbach, 1970; Evans, 1974). Other

assessment procedures have other drawbacks and are also subject to

Misuse.,

Yet there seems to 4e agreement that some type of assessment'

or appraisal is essential for program planning and .to chart

children's progress (Evans, 1974; Almy, 1975).. The Head Start

Program Performance'Standards state that provision must be made

for ongoing observation,' recording, and evalua ion
of'eachchild's growth and development for the purpose
of planning activities to-suit individual s (Office

C' of Child Development, 1975, p. 10). . .

\
The educator attempting to plan. and implement an appropriate educational

program faces a very real problem --.one that brings national issues

ti
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concerning testing, assessment and evuation into the classroom.

A %

The importance f these issues to. education as e. whole; to the

persistent social problems that plague our country; to the

interrelationship of our legislative, judicial, and educational

t,

institutions; and to the.con inuing debate over purposes and

....... ..
it 7

processes of Aducaelon can hardly be overstated. Their importance
.

.
-

to assessment practices in early childhood education cannot be overlooked..
4/. ,

't

e,

I,

e
es.


